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Journalism Book In Hindi
A very enjoyable and educative book indeed. -Bibek Debroy Chairman,
Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister An unusual book. -Professor
S. Irfan Habib Former Maulana Azad Chair, National University of
Educational Planning and Administration, New Delhi The book is simply
'unputdownable'. -Rasheed Kidwai Visiting Fellow, ORF Congress leader Arjun
Singh was aware of the imminent appointment of Dr Manmohan Singh as the
prime minister. What did he do to sway the decision in his favour? Did Prime
Minister Chandra Shekhar help the religious leader Chandraswami escape the
dragnet of the Enforcement Directorate? What prompted the editor of
Hindustan Times to publish an article titled 'National Shame' on the front
page of the newspaper? How did a typo in a copy received by All India Radio
lead to an inquiry by the Pakistani authorities regarding a 'mole' in their
midst? Instant History is a brilliant insight into our recent history. A treasure
trove for all those who believe that journalists write the first draft of history,
this is an honest perspective on various issues in the context of many
geographical complexities, political realities and social dichotomies. Narrated
through short pieces and snippets, it unveils several incidents and exposes
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ground realities that afflict politics, bureaucracy and even journalism.
Moreover, serving a slice of history, it documents changes India has
witnessed across the last quarter of the preceding century, providing insights
into the history of public administration. Anecdotal, humorous and often
caustic, Instant History is a fabulous work on Indian journalism and politics
recounted by a senior journalist with an insider view of affairs.
In the 1990s a newspaper revolution began blowing across northern and
central India. In these Hindi-speaking states, when literacy levels rose,
communications expanded, and purchasing power climbed, Hindi newspapers
followed-picking up readers in small towns and villages. Even while these
newspapers surged to the top of national readership charts, they localised
furiously in the race for readers. But in this universe of local news, questions
arose about what localisation was doing to regional identity and
consciousness. Using notes from her pioneering field-study in eight states,
Sevanti Ninan brings alive India's ongoing rural newspaper revolution, and its
impact on politics, administration and society. Set against the socio-economic
and political changes in the countryside, it is a remarkable story of how
journalism flowered in unexpected and unorthodox ways, and colourful media
marketing unfurled in the Hindi heartland.
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The End-Century Edition Of The Who'S Who Of Indian Writers, Is An
Invaluable Work Of Reference For Writers, Publishers, Readers And Students
Of Literary History. For Ease Of Use, The Entries Are Arranged Alphabetically
By Surname Or Part Of The Name Preferred By The Writers Themselves. A
Large Number Of Cross- References Are Provided To Facilitate The Location
And Identification Of The Writers.
यह पुस्तक 'पत्राकारिता एवं जनसंचार' कोर्स हेतु प्रवेश परीक्षा के
परीक्षार्थियों के लिए विशेष रूप से प्रकाशित की गई है। परीक्षा की नवीनतम
पद्धति पर आधारित यह पुस्तक इस परीक्षा के लिए अति-उपयोगी है। पुस्तक में
पर्याप्त पठन एवं अभ्यास-सामग्री के साथ पूर्व परीक्षा प्रश्न-पत्र भी हल
सहित दिए गए हैं। इनकी मदद से परीक्षार्थी परीक्षा में पूछे जाने वाले
प्रश्नों की प्रकृति तथा उन्हें सरलता से हल करने की विधियों से भलीभांति
परिचित हो सकेंगे और आने वाली परीक्षा के लिए अपने आपको पूर्ण रूप से तैयार
कर सकेंगे। पुस्तक में परीक्षा से संबंधित प्रायः सभी महत्त्वपूर्ण विषयों
पर पर्याप्त पठन-सामग्री एवं अभ्यास प्रश्नोत्तर (MCQs) उपलब्ध करवाए गए
हैं, जिनकी रचना संबंधित विषय-विशेषज्ञों द्वारा की गई है। अभ्यर्थियों की
बेहतर जानकारी के लिये अनेक चुने हुए प्रश्नों के उत्तर व्याख्यात्मक रूप
में भी दिए गए हैं। पुस्तक में विभिन्न अध्यायों में संयोजित उत्कृष्ट पठनसामग्री तथा प्रत्येक अध्याय में वस्तुनिष्ठ प्रश्नोत्तर पर्याप्त मात्रा
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में दिए गए हैं। अभ्यास हेतु दिए गए प्रश्नोत्तरों में अधिकतर पूर्व वर्षों
की परीक्षाओं में पूछे गए प्रश्नों को सम्मिलित किया गया है तथा सभी प्रश्न
संबंधित विषय के विशेषज्ञों द्वारा हल किए गए हैं। पुस्तक के समुचित अध्ययन
द्वारा परीक्षार्थियों का ज्ञान तथा बुद्धि कौशल अपने चरमोत्कर्ष पर पहुँच
सकेगा तथा परीक्षा में उनकी सफलता का मार्ग प्रशस्त करेगा। पुस्तक में
प्रस्तुत उत्कृष्ट पठन एवं अभ्यास सामग्री पाठकों के लिए 'गागर में सागर'
समान उपयोगी सिद्ध होगी एवं परीक्षा में उनकी सफलता में सहभागी बन उनके
उज्जवल भविष्य के निर्माण में सहायक होगी।
Definitional Dictionary of Journalism
Popular Master Guide Journalism & Mass Communication
A Memoir
Instant History
Journalism and Mass Communication
Who's who of Indian Writers, 1999: A-M
In the 1990s, a newspaper revolution began blowing across northern
and central India. When literacy levels rose, communications
expanded, and purchasing power climbed in these Hindi-speaking
states, newspapers followed—picking up readers in small towns and
villages. Even while these newspapers surged to the top of national
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readership charts, they localised furiously in the race for readers. But
in this universe of local news, questions arose about what localisation
was doing to regional identity and consciousness. Using notes from her
pioneering field-study in eight states, Sevanti Ninan brilliantly brings
alive India’s ongoing Hindi newspaper revolution, and its impact on
politics, administration and society. Set against the socio-economic
and political changes in the countryside, it is a remarkable story of how
journalism flowered in unexpected and unorthodox ways, and colourful
media marketing unfurled in the Hindi heartland.
This book brings together several important essays examining the
interface between identity, culture, and literature within the issue of
cultural identity in South Asian literature. The book explores how one
imagines national identity and how this concept is revealed in the
narratives of the nation and the production of various cultural
discourses. The collection of essays examines questions related to the
interpretation of the Indian past and present, the meanings of ancient
and venerated cultural symbols in ancient times and modern, while
discussing the ideological implications of the interpretation of identity
and “Indianness” and how they reflect and influence the powerPage 5/26
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structures of contemporary societies in South Asia. Thus, the book
studies the various aspects of the on-going process of constructing,
imagining, re-imagining, and narrating “Indianness”, as revealed in the
literatures and cultures of India.
First book to study the horror genre of Hindi cinema in all its forms and
expressions Filming Horror: Hindi Cinema, Ghosts and Ideologies
bridges the gap that currently exists in the field of genre studies in
Hindi cinema. Analyzing more than 80 horror films from Mahal (1949)
to Ragini MMS 2 (2014), the book uncovers narrative strategies, frames
unique approaches of investigation, and reviews the revolutions taking
place within this genre. The book argues that Hindi horror cinema,
which lies at the intersection of myths, ideology and dominant socioreligious thoughts, reveals three major strands of narrative constructs,
each corresponding to the way the nation has been imagined at
different times in post-colonial India. Moving beyond establishing the
theoretical framework of horror cinema, the book intends to
demonstrate how this genre, along with its subsets, provides us with
the means to contemplate the nation and its representation.
In July 1997, twenty-five of America's most influential journalists sat
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down to try and discover what had happened to their profession in the
years between Watergate and Whitewater. What they knew was that
the public no longer trusted the press as it once had. They were keenly
aware of the pressures that advertisers and new technologies were
putting on newsrooms around the country. But, more than anything,
they were aware that readers, listeners, and viewers — the people who
use the news — were turning away from it in droves. There were many
reasons for the public's growing lack of trust. On television, there were
the ads that looked like news shows and programs that presented
gossip and press releases as if they were news. There were the
"docudramas," television movies that were an uneasy blend of fact and
fiction and which purported to show viewers how events had "really"
happened. At newspapers and magazines, celebrity was replacing
news, newsroom budgets were being slashed, and editors were
pushing journalists for more "edge" and "attitude" in place of reporting.
And, on the radio, powerful talk personalities led their listeners from
sensation to sensation, from fact to fantasy, while deriding traditional
journalism. Fact was blending with fiction, news with entertainment,
journalism with rumor. Calling themselves the Committee of Concerned
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Journalists, the twenty-five determined to find how the news had found
itself in this state. Drawn from the committee's years of intensive
research, dozens of surveys of readers, listeners, viewers, editors, and
journalists, and more than one hundred intensive interviews with
journalists and editors, The Elements of Journalism is the first book
ever to spell out — both for those who create and those who consume
the news — the principles and responsibilities of journalism. Written by
Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel, two of the nation's preeminent press
critics, this is one of the most provocative books about the role of
information in society in more than a generation and one of the most
important ever written about news. By offering in turn each of the
principles that should govern reporting, Kovach and Rosenstiel show
how some of the most common conceptions about the press, such as
neutrality, fairness, and balance, are actually modern misconceptions.
They also spell out how the news should be gathered, written, and
reported even as they demonstrate why the First Amendment is on the
brink of becoming a commercial right rather than something any
American citizen can enjoy. The Elements of Journalism is already
igniting a national dialogue on issues vital to us all. This book will be
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the starting point for discussions by journalists and members of the
public about the nature of journalism and the access that we all enjoy
to information for years to come.
The Routledge Intermediate Hindi Reader
My Life with a Brilliant Idea
An Annotated Bibliography, 1974-77
The Data Journalism Handbook
The Rise and Growth of Hindi Journalism, 1826-1945
What Newspeople Should Know and the Public Should Expect
When you combine the sheer scale and range of digital information now
available with a journalist’s "nose for news" and her ability to tell
a compelling story, a new world of possibility opens up. With The Data
Journalism Handbook, you’ll explore the potential, limits, and applied
uses of this new and fascinating field. This valuable handbook has
attracted scores of contributors since the European Journalism Centre
and the Open Knowledge Foundation launched the project at MozFest
2011. Through a collection of tips and techniques from leading
journalists, professors, software developers, and data analysts,
you’ll learn how data can be either the source of data journalism or a
tool with which the story is told—or both. Examine the use of data
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journalism at the BBC, the Chicago Tribune, the Guardian, and other
news organizations Explore in-depth case studies on elections, riots,
school performance, and corruption Learn how to find data from the
Web, through freedom of information laws, and by "crowd sourcing"
Extract information from raw data with tips for working with numbers
and statistics and using data visualization Deliver data through
infographics, news apps, open data platforms, and download links
Welcome to the world of journalism! There are not many books that can
serve as useful guides to the students of journalism and more so for
students of print journalism. In fact, as one involved in teaching of
journalism alongside working as a full-time journalist, we felt that
teaching at journalism schools was completely bereft of practise and
there was more emphasis on theoretical part. It is this lacuna that
two of us with experience of working with national dailies have tried
to fill. This book is a complete book of print journalism as authors
have devoted special chapters on print journalism, what news is, news
reporting, feature and middle writing, writing of headlines and
intros, inverted-pyramid style of writing, developmental journalism,
investigative journalism, business journalism, glossary of newspaper
terms, press laws and self-regulation, structure and departments of a
newspaper, and yoga and spirituality for more positivity in mass
media. Written in an easy-to-understand manner, this book can do
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wonders for you and would be your companion for years to come. All the
best! —Charanjit Ahuja and Bharat Hiteshi
This book provides a fresh perspective on the importance of the Hindi
media in India's political, social and economic transformation with
evidence from the countryside and the cities. Accessed by more than
forty percent of the public, it continues to play an important role in
building political awareness and mobilising public opinion. Instead of
viewing the media as a singular entity, this book highlights its
diversity and complexity to understand the changing dynamics of
political communication that is shaped by the interactions between the
news media, political parties and the public, and how various media
forms are being used in a rapidly transforming environment. The book
offers insights into how print, television, and digital media work
together with, rather than in isolation from, each another to grasp
the complexities of the emerging hybrid media environment and the
future of mobilisation.
A Practical Guide for Multimedia Journalism Mobile and Social Media
Journalism is the go-to guide for understanding how today’s
journalists and news organizations use mobile and social media to
gather news, distribute content, and create audience engagement.
Checklists and practical activities in every chapter enable readers to
immediately build the mobile and social media skills that today’s
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journalists need and news organizations expect. In addition to
providing the fundamentals of mobile and social media journalism,
award-winning communications professional and author Anthony Adornato
discusses how mobile devices and social media have changed the way our
audiences consume news and what that means for journalists. The book
addresses a changing media landscape by emphasizing the application of
the core values of journalism—such as authentication, verification,
and credibility—to emerging media tools and strategies.
Half a Century of Journalism and Politics
Encyclopaedia of Indian Literature
Handbook of Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Communication and Mobilisation
History of Indian Journalism
Languages and Literary Cultures in Hyderabad

For a century and a half, journalists made a good business out of selling the latest news or selling
ads next to that news. Now that news pours out of the Internet and our mobile devices—fast,
abundant, and mostly free—that era is ending. Our best journalists, Mitchell Stephens argues,
instead must offer original, challenging perspectives—not just slightly more thorough accounts of
widely reported events. His book proposes a new standard: “wisdom journalism,” an amalgam of
the more rarified forms of reporting—exclusive, enterprising, investigative—and informed,
insightful, interpretive, explanatory, even opinionated takes on current events. This book features an
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original, sometimes critical examination of contemporary journalism, both on- and offline. And it
finds inspiration for a more ambitious and effective understanding of journalism in examples from
twenty-first-century articles and blogs, as well as in a selection of outstanding twentieth-century
journalism and Benjamin Franklin’s eighteenth-century writings. Most attempts to deal with
journalism’s current crisis emphasize technology. This book emphasizes mindsets and the need to
rethink what journalism has been and might become.
Arab womanhood, migration, queerness and Palestine are navigated with striking lyricism and
urgency in Noor Hindi's defiant collection.
A Major Activity Of The Sahitya Akademi Is The Preparation Of An Encyclopaedia Of Indian
Literature. The Venture, Covering Twenty-Two Languages Of India, Is The First Of Its Kind.
Written In English, The Encyclopaedia Gives A Comprehensive Idea Of The Growth And
Development Of Indian Literature. The Entries On Authors, Books And General Topics Have Been
Tabulated By The Concerned Advisory Boards And Finalised By A Steering Committee. Hundreds
Of Writers All Over The Country Contributed Articles On Various Topics. The Encyclopaedia,
Planned As A Six-Volume Project, Has Been Brought Out. The Sahitya Akademi Embarked Upon
This Project In Right Earnest In 1984. The Efforts Of The Highly Skilled And Professional
Editorial Staff Started Showing Results And The First Volume Was Brought Out In 1987. The
Second Volume Was Brought Out In 1988, The Third In 1989, The Fourth In 1991, The Fifth In
1992, And The Sixth Volume In 1994. All The Six Volumes Together Include Approximately 7500
Entries On Various Topics, Literary Trends And Movements, Eminent Authors And Significant
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Works. The First Three Volume Were Edited By Prof. Amaresh Datta, Fourth And Fifth Volume
By Mohan Lal And Sixth Volume By Shri K.C.Dutt.
In addition to making a comprehensive survey of journalism, other mass media, and public relations
in India, Mehta discusses such issues as freedom of the press, press laws, and developments in the
international regulation of the media. His book is also a bibliography and a sourcebook of
information on advertising codes; accreditation rules for media representatives and other
information on Indian media and journalism.
The Elements of Journalism
African Heritage, Mesopotamian Roots, Indian Culture & Britiah Colonialism
The Future of Journalism
Practising Journalism
Pratiyogita Darpan
How Journalists Can Use Data to Improve the News

Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read General
Knowledge and Current Affairs Magazine. Pratiyogita Darpan (English monthly
magazine) is known for quality content on General Knowledge and Current
Affairs. Topics ranging from national and international news/ issues, personality
development, interviews of examination toppers, articles/ write-up on topics like
career, economy, history, public administration, geography, polity, social,
environment, scientific, legal etc, solved papers of various examinations, Essay
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and debate contest, Quiz and knowledge testing features are covered every
month in this magazine.
The Part II of the Press Commission Report contains a broad but concise survey
of the development of the English and the Indian languages Press in India. It
brings out the historical tendencies in so far as they affect the then state of the
Press in the country, and serves as a background to the Press Commission
enquiry.
One of the most prolific authors in the history of history's most widely read
magazine, The Reader's Digest, award winning Roving Editor John G. Hubbell,
recalls the adventures and thrills of four exciting decades of writing for an
immense worldwide audience. One of the greatest thrills, he says, was hearing
the founding Editor-in-Chief, the legendary DeWitt Wallace, instruct him on the
day he brought him aboard to go wherever he had to go to find the information he
needed for a story; "if you have to go to Timbuktu to get a paragraph to make a
story right, you don't have to ask anyone's permission. Just be sure that when
you bring in a story that it is definitive, that it contains everything that is worth
knowing about the subject."Armed with that charge, Hubbell takes his reader
where no reporter had gone before:*Through the Strategic Air Command's
survival training program in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.*Through the training
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tank at the U.S. Navy's Submarine Training School, a ten-story-high silo filled
with a quarter million gallons of water in which hopeful undersea warriors must
prove they are not claustrophobic, and learn how to avoid a lung-destroying
pulmonary embolism while escaping a downed boat.*On a realistic orbital flight
around the world on NASA's fantastic space flight simulator.*On an exciting ride
on the Navy's first nuclear-powered attack submarine.*To the discovery of a
newly developing U.S. Army group called "Special Forces," which the world will
soon come to know as "The Green Berets."*To the discovery of an until-then
supersecret six-year-old Navy group called SEALs.*Through an objectively
detailed investigation of the Kennedy Administration's behavior during the Cuban
Missile Crisis.*To southeastern Spain to find the facts when the U.S. loses a
hydrogen bomb.*To the facts about the Johnson Administration's conduct of the
Vietnam War.*To the facts about the alleged "peace" that has obtained in Korea
since the end of the Korean War, and about the North Korean seizure of the
U.S.S. Pueblo and the Court of Inquiry that followed.*To the details of the
American Prisoner of War Experience in Vietnam, in a work that the Washington
Post characterized as "the standard book on the subject."If you were one of the
millions who valued DeWitt Wallace's Reader's Digest, you'll love "Writing for
Wally."
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Third Completely Revised and Updated EditionMass Communication in India is a
result of the author s in-depth study and understanding of the media. The book
deals with a general introduction to Communication Theory, Advertising,
Television, Effects of Media and Development. In short, the book is designed to
give the student of Mass Communication a general and comprehensive view of
the modern and traditional media in India. It meets the objective of being a text
book as well as a book that gives an overview of mass communication in India.
Print Journalism
Power, Press and Politics
A Practical Guide
Mass Communication in India, Fifth Edition
Mediamorphosis
Understanding New Media
The story circumscribe mainly around three characters, who are friends in the
profession & personal life. They struggle hard to carve a niche for themselves in
the society. The book talks about what journalists undergo in any organization and
how the one time noble job of journalism, synonymous with the word mission in
India, has now been converted into meagre job. To reach the top editorial post, a
journalist needs to sit on the lap of management, write or present things as per
their wish. Its knowledge sharing experiences that is filled with humour, thrill,
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miseries and rejoice.The book is a story of three friends reflecting the state of
journalism in the Indian society. How the media houses plays havoc with lives of
journalists have been marvelously brought out in the Indian context. Trend suggest
in this country how politicians used criminals to win elections. Later, the criminals
instead of working for anyone started contesting elections on their own, thus the
advent of criminalization in Indian politics took place. Similarly, big media houses
used journalists for their liaison activities to serve their business interest and at the
later stage, the same lot of journalists started serving their vested interest by
grabbing top posts in the corrodors of power...
The Routledge Intermediate Hindi Reader has been specially designed for
intermediate and advanced learners of Hindi and comprises a broad selection of
graded readings. The materials have been carefully selected to ensure that
students receive exposure to a wide variety of authentic Hindi texts, including
news and magazine articles, extracts from social media websites, film dialogues
and contemporary Hindi literature. Each reading is fully supported by: pre-reading
activities notes on cultural references in the text a vocabulary list with English
translation notes on key grammatical points arising from the text text-related
comprehension questions and vocabulary-based exercises suggestions for writing
and discussion activities based on the text a key to comprehension questions and
vocabulary-based exercises online support which includes audio recordings and
translations of texts, available at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415601764/ Suitable for both class
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use and independent study, The Routledge Intermediate Hindi Reader is an
essential tool for increasing language proficiency and enriching learners’ cultural
knowledge.
Practising Journalism brings together experts from the field of journalism:
journalists; freelance writers; lectures; and media practitioners to provide a
comprehensive collection of current articles. Offering a unique view of the way
journalism is both practiced and taught, this book is divided into four section: core
values in journalism; specialisation within the craft; the constraints of practice and
implications for the future. It covers areas including: gender and identity in the
popular press; sports journalism; urban reporting; embedded journalism;
censorship; and alternative media. This book is essential reading for students of
journalism and all those considering a career in the field.
There is great interest in recent scholarship in the study of metropolitan cultures in
India as evident from the number of books that have appeared on cities such as
Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata. Though Hyderabad has a rich archive of
history scattered in many languages, very few attempts have been made to bring
this scholarship together. The papers in this volume bring together this scholarship
at one place. They trace the contribution of different languages and literary
cultures to the multicultural mosaic that is the city of Hyderabad How it has
acquired this uniqueness and how it has been sustained is the subject matter of
literary cultures in Hyderabad. This work attempts to trace some aspects of the
history of major languages practiced in the city. It also reviews the contribution of
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the various linguistic groups that have added to the development not just of varied
literary cultures, but also to the evolution of an inclusive Hyderabadi culture. The
present volume, it is hoped, will enthuse both younger and senior scholars and
students to take a fresh look at the study of languages and literary cultures as they
have evolved in India's cities and add to the growing scholarship of metropolitan
cultures in India.
Hindi Cinema, Ghosts and Ideologies
Being an Attempt at a History of Hindi Journalism in Historical, Chronological and
Evolutionary Perspective, on the Basis of Research Work Done During the Years
1941-46 Under the Supervision of D.P. Shukla, of Hindi Department of the
Allahabad University
The Hindi Media in India
News Reporting And Editing
Cultural Identity and Literature
Vidura

Mass Communication is the process of exchanging information
through the large segments of the people, in other words it is the
mode of imparting and exchanging the information to the wide
range of people. It is one of the most creative carriers which attract
lot of young minds these days. Mass Communication and Journalism
mostly covers 3 areas i.e. Advertisements, Media and Public
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Relations. The revised edition of ‘The Ultimate Guide for Journalism
& Mass Communication” has been comprehensively designed that
covers the syllabi of almost all the Mass Media Institutions/
Universities. The book is divided into 4 sections and each section is
further divided into chapters with complete theory that has been
synchronized with the syllabus. This book provides Section wise
Practice i.e. each section is carried with 2 Section Tests in order to
clear all the queries regarding the subjects simultaneously. In order
to make candidates acquainted with latest pattern of the
examination ample amount of MCQs have been provided in the book
moreover, for complete practice Previous Years’ Solved Papers
[2019-2015] and 3 Practice Sets have been provided in this book.
Each question provided in the book is well explained in a lucid
language which makes candidates to memorize the concepts easily
and quickly. This book is highly useful for Bachelor of Journalism in
GGSIPU and other (IIMC, MICA) prestigious Universities Entrance
Examination. Thorough preparation done from this book will ensure
the selection of the candidates in a good colleges TABLE OF
CONTENT Solved Paper 2019 – 2015, Mass Communication/Media
Aptitude, General Awareness, English Language/Comprehension,
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Reasoning & Logical Deduction, Crack Sets (1-3), Answers to
Section Tests & Crack Sets.
Divide and Rule: the British imperial authorities in India declared
that the Urdu spoken by the Muslims and the Hindi spoken by the
Hindus were two distinct languages, but linguistic evolution theory
and studies in fossil linguistics of the Middle East sh.
This book is about technological change within human
communication and the media. Not technical, this work is an
overview and evaluation of new communication technologies. Roger
Fidler demystifies emerging media technologies and provides a
structure for understanding their potential influences on the
popular forms of mainstream media such as newspapers,
magazines, television and radio.
"Journalism and Mass Communication" is an Ultimate Guide for the
entrance examination.  Complete syllabus has been divided into 4
major sections.  2 Section Tests have been provided after every
section  Ample number of MCQs are given for the quick revision of
the concepts  5 Previous Years' Solved Papers [2020-2015] for
practice  3 Crack Sets are provided at the end of the book  It is
highly useful for Bachelor of Journalism in GGSIPU and other (IIMC,
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MICA) prestigious Universities Entrance Examination. Mass
communication is a field which is attracting lots of bright young
minds. A special course and degree in this stream equip students to
deal with finites of these areas and prepare them for the highest
level of professional creativity and skills To get enrolled into BJMC,
one should appear for the entrance exams who wish to build their
career in the field of journalism and mass communication. "The
Ultimate Guide for Journalism & Mass Communication Entrance
Examination 2021" provides a structured and comprehensive
approach towards learning the concepts. The book covers the entire
syllabus under 4 sections providing the complete theory sync with
syllabus. As per the latest question paper pattern, ample numbers
of questions are given in the form of Section tests, MCQs and
Solved papers for thorough practice with well-detailed answers to
analyze the paper pattern. In order to get self-evaluated, 3 Crack
Sets are provided for additional practice. TABLE OF CONTENT
Solved Paper 2020 - 2015, Mass Communication/Media Aptitude,
General Awareness, English Language/Comprehension, Reasoning &
Logical Deduction, Crack Sets (1-3), Answers to Section Tests &
Crack Sets.
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Headlines From the Heartland
Devraj to Jyoti
Filming Horror
Urdu/Hindi: An Artificial Divide
Imagining Indianness
Mass Communication and Journalism in India
Most books on journalism today are either too complex to
comprehend or too superficial. Barun Roy has really done a
remarkably good job to fill a long-felt vacuum. This guide
introduces basic tools of the applied journalism in simple
language.....
On the works of B?lamukunda Gupta, 1865-1907, Hindi writer and
journalist.
How was god-man Chandraswami exposed despite the tantric guru's
close association with prominent leaders and media barons? How
did Alok Mehta expose the Fodder Scam in 1990 that eventually
led to the arrest of Lalu Prasad Yadav? How did editors and
investigative correspondents reveal murky arms deals, such as
the Bofors scandal? Is 'paid news' the new normal in Indian
media? How did this game of corruption start? What were the
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political pressures on senior editors like Vinod Mehta and
Kuldip Nayar that led to their resignation? Power, Press and
Politics is a groundbreaking, insider account of the workings of
the Indian media-both print and electronic, and English, Hindi
and regional publications-from acclaimed journalist and Padma
Shri awardee Alok Mehta. Deriving from his experience spanning
across 50 years, Mehta brings to life these incidents and cases
as he had been right in the eye of these storms. Starting his
career from a news agency and a Hindi daily, Mehta had worked
with leading media houses, such as The Times of India, Hindustan
Times, Outlook Group, Dainik Bhaskar and Naidunia, sharing a
close association with some of the finest editors and
journalists of the country. Citing various landmark cases and
judgements, Mehta throws light on the delicate balance between
the media and judiciary, both of which are crucial to the health
of our democracy. Having helmed the Editors Guild of India, he
has had the privileged access to various significant reports,
which have been included in this splendidly researched work. A
powerful commentary on the Indian media, this is a must-read for
media students, institutions and anyone who wishes to understand
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the working and challenges of the media.
In Indian context.
Balmukund Gupta
English-Hindi
Mass Communication in India
Beyond News
Values, Constraints, Implications
Reinventing the Hindi Public Sphere
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